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The concepts of statistical decision theory applied to
digital communication theory for the purpose ) f designing
optimum receivers is widely known. The nature of many commu-
nication channels is characterized by their intarference to
reception through additive noise. Receivers have been
designed to optimize the output receiver signal to noise
ratio in the presence of additive white Gaussian noise
interference. However, noise is not tne sola source of
receiver interference. Jamming,
. intentional or not, can be
severely detrimental to receiver performance.
This thesis endeavors to investigate the effect of
jamming on digital coherent communication receivers.
Mathematical models of signals, interference, and jamming
are utilized to demonstrate performance (i.e.- receiver
probability of error) of receivers designed to operate in a
'noise only 1 interference environment, in the presence of
both noise and jamming. From the mathematical models,
optimum jamming techniques are derived, and virious sub-
optimum jamming strategies are analyzed.
The results are divide! into three sections. In section
number one coherent receivers are investigated under various
jamming conditions. The optimum jamming wavefocm based on
power constraints is derived and analyzed. Performance of
coherent FSK and PSK receivers are analyzed in the presence
of both optimum and sub-optimum jamming waveforms. These
jamming waveforms include, weighted jammers, frequency modu-
lated jammers, and two- level pulsed jammers. Section number
two discusses higher level digital coherent receivers in
which M-AEY FSK receivers are anal/zed in the presence of
jamming. Mathematical models are introduced and results

compared to the optimum :ase for diaary FSK. Finally, in
section number tnree graphical presentations corresponding
to the numerical analyses that have been performed are




II. COHERENT RECEIVER ANALYSIS
A. C0H2EENT CORRELATOR RECEIVERS
The application of statistical decision theory to the
problem of detecting signals in the presence of aoise can be
used to design optimum receivers. However it is important to
note that the receivers are optimum under a given set of
assumptions. The receiver which is optimum (in the sense of
producing minimum probability of error, Pe) foe the discrim-
ination of two different signals received in additive white
Gaussian noise. interference is well documental [Ref. 1],
and the receiver structure is as givsn in Figure 5. 1 . This
optimum receiver is a correlator receiver, due to the cross
correlation process it performs between the inpit r(t) ,
and the signal s Q (t) and s x (t) . This optimum correlator
receiver can be shown to be equivalent to the single corre-
lator receiver of Figure 5.2 . The receivers of Figure 5.1
and Figure 5.2 have been shown to be optimum (i . e. -minimum





where s (t) and Sj_(t) are known deterministic signals and
n(t) is a sample function of a white Saussian process.
The objective of this chapter is to analyze the perform-
ance of this known optimum receiver under different oper-
ating rules; i.e.- the signal received is interfered by the
presence of a jammer waveform as well as additive white
Gaussian noise. That is
or,
r (.0 = Sj&r NldtJ « ^W o &t±T
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where n^ (t) is a jammer waveform modeled as deterministic,
yet unknown to the receiver.
The correlator receiver structure depicted ii Figure 5.3
which can be shown to be equivalent to the optimum single
correlator receiver of Figure 5.4 is now analyzed under the







Y=N /2 In (* ) Xo= P(s )/P(sx |
wh e r e
P(So)£p(sx)- LIKELIHOOD FUNCTCOMS
The coherent digital communication receiver of Figure 5.4
can be analyzed in terms of the resulting Pe whea the jammer
waveform n j (t) is present in addition to the noise and s (t)
and s x (t). The received signal appearing at tie front end
of the receiver is mathematically described by
where s (t) and s_L (t) are the two signals used to transmit
the binary information, n(t) is a saaple function of a white
Gaussian noise process having a power spectral density level
of No /2 Watts/Hz, and n • (t) is the deterministic jammer
waveform present during the signaling interval (0,T).
The coherent receiver of figure 5.4 will be analyzed in
so far as the effect of n^(t) on the receiver probability of






J M- viW * iJ. (A) s^ dLt ,









In order to determine receiver performance (i.e.- prob-
ability of error) the decision rule used by the receiver









In order to compute receiver probability of Brror it is
necessary to determine the probability density fanction of S
conditioned on the hypotheses Hj_ and H Q ; that is on whether
s^(t) or s
o (t) was transmitted. Thus,
Hj. : r(t)=s^(t)+n(t)fn; (t)
Ho- r(t)=s„ (t)+n(t)*n- (t)
Denoting these density functions ? (G) and P ( G) , we can
express the probability of error as
Pe =P(°/H=)KH=) + P(D%x)p(H^ . ' 2 - 6 >
Where P(DiyH
>
equals the probability of deciding that
s x (t) was transmitted given that s (t) was trans-
mitted, and P{D /ft^) equals the probaoility of deciding that
s (t) was transmitted given that sjt) was transu itt ed. ' For




Since G is a conditional Saussian random variable, in order
to obtain its conditional probability density function its
mean and variance must be computed.
The mean is given by
E(G/s^ (t) transmitted) = (s l# sA ) +e£(h , s^jj + (a- ,s±)
+1/2 (||s | | X - | |sj l l ) i=0,1
14

Due to the assumption of zaro mean noise, E ( (n r 3j))-0. Thus
the mean valua becomes
fi$*krt+bifr)+i: sJ L= 0,1. . (2.3)
It can easily be shown that the conditional variance of 3
will be due to the noise process only. That is
VAB.(G) = E((G-E.(G))*) is 0,1
where Var
t
* (G) is the variance of G conditional on s*(t)
being transmitted. It can easily be shown that
VAR {g} = VAR X ^G] = -i- |\j j [s^-S^fdLt . (2.9,
Equation 2. 9 can be written as
{% 1 £*•VAR |_ /S;t3^ TRAWSKMTT60 C Q. L = o, i. . (2.10)
With the mean and variance known, the probability of






• CTpf-Cy£f^ (2. 11)

























p=probability that s^t) transmitted
Y decision rule threshold setting.












Equation 2.13 can be written in a more compact firm. with a






If eguiprobabLe signals are transmitted, 0=1/2, and the
threshold setting becomes
x =
No. j^ (l-p) O
a
(2.17)
which corresponds to a 'zero threshold' receiver. It should
be noted that this may not necessarily be the Host desire-
able threshold setting, and in fact values othar than zero
may enhance receiver performance whenever jamming is
present- With the above stated conditions, tha probability
of error equation takes on the form [Kef. 2]
17

Pe = 4-ERFC HLNi-^lfiERfJHNi+i (2.1c)
whare
H= No II Sa l| M "\ ^C^Si).
B. JAMflEE OPTIMIZATION
Utilizing Eguation 2.13 , the effect of a jammer wave-
form can now be studied in terms of its impact on the
receiver probability of error. A discussion on tie method of
optimizing the effect of n • (t) on the receiver probability
of error is now pursued. But, to be able to compare the
results of the optimizatioa process, the recei/er perform-
ance under the assumption of white Gaussian noise only
interference should be noted. If no jamming waveform is
present (i.e. n«(t)=0.) the term d is zero, and Eguation
o










By expressing Eguation 2.19 in terms of the av2rage energy
per bit—Eb , and the normalized signal cross correlation
— p, a more meaningful form is obtained. That is,
18

TEL= a ISoW +s^ <*± =A VG BJT E N E RG Y (2.20)
f = -|H s»s (*Ut (2.21)
so that
= \[s,W-s tt)]V = 2E
t
(i- f (2. 22)





Eb/N = signal to noise ratio-SN'R
Equation 2.23 becomes
£, =ERFC[^SMRll-f) '] (2.24)
For orthogonal signals, i. a. ^ = 0., Equation 2.2 4 b ecomes
19

R, =ERFC[4SNft^] . (2 - 25)
For antipodal signals, i.e. f =- 1 . , Equation 2.2 4 becomes
?c =£RFC[sJ2-SNR '] (2.26)
A plot of these mathematical expressions results in the
well known probability of error * waterfall cirves' of a
binary receiver operating in additive white Gaussian noise.
3y evaluating the derivative of Equation 2.18 with
respect to the cross correlation between the jaamer waveform
and the signal difference, d , extremezation of the prob-
ability of error can be obtained [Bef. 2]. Since





Thus, Pe is increasing for d>0 , and Pe is decreasing for
dO. Therefore, a minimum must exist for the ierivative at
the point d=0. This can be proved by evaluating
20

I* ^LexpE-siCdL. M3d} 4^tT V/2
(2.29)
We observe that dPe/Qd* >3 for all values of d. Therefore
the minimum Pe must occur at d=0. The presence of a jamming
waveform will always cause an increase in Pe. Also, by
making dL as large as possible in magnitude causes an as









= r \ JL-HOl = (2.32)
This result makes sense for it states that as the jammer
becomes increasingly powerful, the probability of error
approaches 1/2. However, the jammer model will be






with the inequality due to Caachy-Schwarz. Defining
1 J n ; 1 1= \| Pn-', where Pn\ is the jammer power, the term |d|->oo
implies that Pn- ->oo when ||s^||<co. Since it is lot possible
to have infinite jammer power, Prr. will be constrained to a
j
finite value. From the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality it can be
seen that Equation 2.33 can be made into an equality if
n-(t) is directly proportional to sJt). That is
J
(2.34)
where K is a constant of proportionality
K must be set to the value J Pn' /j | sjj |
now be maximized by setting
Since I U- I I =vjPn^




Thus, in order to maximize the receiver probability of error
with n- (t) constrained to have power Pn; , set n*(t) as given
A Jo









d - J Rsi; J SdL (2.37)
Equation 2- 18 can now be written as





Using the definition of average bit energy- Eb, and signal











Analysis of Equation 2.40 highlights the fact that for
increasing values of JSR, one limit of integration of the
appropriate Gaussian density integral remains always posi-
tive, while the other crosses zero and becomes negative.
That is J 1-p- (2JSE , <0 occurs at JSR> (1-.p) /2. When this
'break point 1 occurs, as SNR increases, Pe worseis. That is,
Pe increases to 1/2 in the limit as SNR ==> oo . Jammer
strategies caa now be attempted using Equation 2. 40, and the
above noted 'break point' effect will be studied and
exploited.
C. DETERMINISTIC JAHHING FOR PSK,FSK, AND ASK M3D0LATI0N
The effects of deterministic jamming on various modula-
tion techniques will now be studied. This process will
entail the usa of a deterministic jammer waveform, and its
effect will be evaluated using Equation 2.4 for the
following modulation techniques. PSK modulation using
Sjfe>ACOSGJc -t, S»=ACOs(cJc^Tr) (2.41)
with the constraint that
wcT=nTT n an integer.




S^Acoso^-fe S (.*)=Acoscd„* o***T
with the constraint that
(w1-vO)=nTyi
, (w1+w3) =mT/T n and m integers .
ASK modulatioQ utilizing
S^aA^SW . S.W = A S(.t) 04UT (2.43)
where we assume that ||s| |<a> and for convenience, that
A1>A0.
Beginning the analysis for the P3K case, one notes that
SiW=2A.cosGJ c t ottiT (2. ai»)
and l|s.||=^2A T . He assume the jammer has power constraint
Pn ,so as discussed previously, the optimum janmer for PSK
is given by Equation 2.35, namely
M w-i^T It? COSOJr t OU^T_ (2 .45)
Fo r PSK ^P=-1./ and Equation 2.40 becomes
25

Pe - j |erfc[45smr,{i + jt^rJj + (2.4o)
It can be seen that whenever JSR>1 in Equation 2. 46, Pe will
increase with increasing SNR. The value of J5R=1 is the
break point' for PSK modulation.
For the case of FSK modulation
S(LU)=2ft[siH(^^ [cos(c^^)t] 4*6T (2#47)




If the jammer has power constraint Pn
; ,
the optimum jammer
for FSK is given by Equation 2.35 , namely
N:W=|ft/ [A SIM (^i--U)oH COS (uj^uJo)t 0^"t^T (2.49)
It should be noted that n : ( t) , the optimum jammer for FSK ,
is an amplitude modulated waveform with spectral lobes at
26

half the difference frequency wd=(w1-wO) and hi If the sua
frequency ws=(w1 + wO). Foe FSK, f=d and Eqiation 2.40
becomes
(2.50)
It can be seen, that whenever JSR>1/2 in Equation 2.50 , Pe
will increase with increasing SNR. The value ot JSR=1/2 is
the 'break point 1 for FSK modulation, and is typical of -3dB
differences in performance between coherent receivers for
PSK and FSK [Sef. 3].
For the case of ASK moiulation





If the jammer has power constraint Pn • , the optimum jammer
for ASK, as given in Equation 2.35, becomes
-jW-JftT SW 04^ T
S
(2. 53)
For ASK, the aormalized signal cross correlation is,
(2.5U)
By defining <<= ( 1- p ) Equation 2.54 can be written in terms
of «K # where
(Ac - Ax
AJ+Ai1 (2.55)
so that Equation 2.40 becomes
ERF @5wT[ J^c^-JoisR"]]
(2.56)
For ASK, the 'breaK point* occurs at JSR=°V2. Bacause =<<1,
in terms of * break point' efficiency PSK is aighest with




D. WEIGHTED SIGNAL JAMMERS
With the knowledge that the optimum jamaar waveform
takes on the mathematical form given by Equation 2.35 , a
variation on this form can be effscted by defining a jammer
waveform to be a weighted normalized sum oc the
signals s Q (t) and s J> (t). That is
(2.57)
This jammer waveform can be shown to obey
M: 2aLa ( s Xl s,
(2.58)
Analysis involving this jammer waveform will be applied to
PSK and FSK signaling for which 1 i s^ 1 J = i 1 s II- Thus,
Equation 2.58 can now be written as (using ||s ||= ||s d ||)
M:
- a^ a x + l^^of (2.59)
where
-p = signal cross correlation. Since J^| £ 1 , it is






vvl * N ^ fa.. + a,in r
For a power constrained jammer waveform the weighting coef-
ficients, a Qand a i. ' mast be chosen so as to satisfy this
constraint. The inner product of the jammer waveform and the
signal difference, d
,
(as noted in Equation 2.18) becomes
of primary interest. As previously discussed, as d
increases, so does Pe. Therefore, for the defiled weighted
jammer waveform, Equation 2.18 becomes
^=AW+ -^(sO=KKa^)[^] • (2 - 61>
Osing Equation 2.18 and the assumption of equaL bit ener-
gies, !|s ]| = 1
1
s L | |






Since for equal bit energies,
Eb = 1/2 (
Equation 2.62 becomes





For PSK modulation, P=-1, so that Equation 2.59 becomes
(2.63)
NH
- a, +. a - 2 Q. a
Jl (2. 64)
or,
N; *«i-v = P.: (2.65)
For Pnj/Eb = JSE, and Eb/N«, = SNH Equation 2.63 becomes
Pt = i (erfcQisw* fi-J jsr
l
j ] +





Observe that this result is identical to that DDtained when
n-(t) is given by Equation 2.45. Since ( a-±j~ a )
l~
= Pnj * and






=JR^ [XcosoJ c t
(2. 67)
which is identical to Equation 2.45. Th; choice o:
and is not important provided that the power
constraint is met, i.e. (a^-a,;,) pn
j
It mast be noted
however that if a, =a, , n- (t)=0 , and the jarnaer waveform
g
clearly has no effect.
For FSK, -p=0 , and Equation 2.59 becomes
N:
2. ^ 2.




- R, " ^ (2.6S)







ao*=" 1- a *ia (2.70)
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For the note! power constrained jammer, a real value
for a and ax must exist, such that the power SDnstraint is
satisfied. That is, it must be true that JL- (X±^ ^ O
This implies that
I a^ | £ 1 . Observe now that from Equation
2.57 that
n _* J Qo»=^i^w<:-"»wi.tt»*u-* (2>71J
a
o« = -|ftI) ^W<1 COSU"ot
Each condition on the weighted jammer waveform ran be asso-
ciated with its effect on the FSK modulated wiyeform. The
first condition of Equation 2.71 , ^-ift. — - -L-
can be thought of as 'mark' channel jamming. The second
condition, Ol, — +
can be thought of as 'mack and space' channel or 'equal'
channel jamming. The third case can be thought oc as 'space'
channel jamming. Using the notation from Equation 2.68
,










Equation 2.73 provides a means for studying tha effect of
varying the weighting coefficients aOR and a^ on the
receiver probability of error. Performance bacomes obvi-
ously a factor of the amount of weighting or a n how much
each channel is being jammed. From Equation 2.73 one can see
that if (a^-a^ ) =0 , which implies, aifc =aoR ' tiie 'equal'
channel jammiag case, the jammer waveform has ao effect on
the probability of error. Due to the reguire-
2. 1
ment that a
oft a^ =1 , the 'equal' channel jamming case can
i





=t ^ . This case of 'egial' channel
jamming ineffectiveness can also be surmised by noting that
due to the orthogonality conditioas imposed )n the FSK
signals, d=0. Thus, under the stated conditions, the jammer
is completely ineffective.
From Equation 2.73 oae can easily see that jamming the
'space' channel is equivalent to jamming the 'mack' channel.
If a OR( = , then by the constraint aoa +a a =1 , aia=1 an<^
Equation 2.73 becomes
ERF [-JSNR [l- J J3R '] ]
(2.74)
oIn this case the breakpoint occurs at JSR=1. Compared t
the optimum jammer waveform in which the breakpaint for FSK
modulation occurred at JSR= 1/2 , single channeL jamming is
clearly less effective.
By choosing a combination of weighting coefficients, one
can show that 'partial' jamming of both channels tends to be





0R = "J" and aj.ft
=









ft - x {erfc[J^T{i + Jxii7[ JV - i]^J]





with a breakpoint at JSR= rrr1
- jl"^~~ * 3- JSR = 7.46.
Comparing this to the breakpoint of JSR=1 for single
channel jamming it is evident that single channel jamming is
the more effective method.
Note however that for the special case when a --a,
,




and therefore for FSK modulation, (i. e. f=0.) f Equation 2.63
becomes
(£= i (erfc[Isnv^[l+ joTs^] ] +
ERF bJsnr"[l- JaisS] ]
(2.77)
This equation is identical to the result obtained for the
optimum jamming waveform case noted in Equation 2.50 . Thus
this special case of the weighted signals jamner is also
optimum since n • (t) in this case is identical in form to the
optimum jammer given by Equation 2.49.
35

E. FBEQOEHCY MODULATED JAMMING
A method of jamming through a frequency a and with a
spot* or deterministic jammer caa be modeled using a
frequency modulated jammer waveform. The matheaatical model
used for an FM jammer is
NjW zhP^ sm ["** + M<UoSuJ^ dLt ] o£t*T. {2m 78)
After integration Equation 2.78 becones
N-W=JlRi; SlM[uist + ftS\MUJjt + e O^T (2.79)
where p =^"^7 and © is a deterministic phass angle. The
instantaneous jammer waveform frequency is
UJiW - UJS + fjojj COSuOjt (2.80)
and covers the frequency range from
(U3 s-pur ) to (U5s + Pujj )
36

as depicted in Figure 5.11 . Assume that w3T=2irl an;
wjT=2TCk
, where 1 and k ace integers. As in previous anal-
yses, in order to determine receiver performance, the param-
eter d=(n:,s^) must be evaluated. Fcom Equation 2.79
<U(*i,S^ = jJlffc-
l
SHSl [u)st+pSW4W:t] S^WdLt (2.81)
where the deterministic phase £3 has been set to zero for
computational ease. For PSK and FSK modulation, s
e
^(t) will
be of the form Qsinw^t [Bef. 2 :p. 20], The integral
that will have to be evaluated is of the form
(Mj,S<l) = JlRn
%
D S^[oJst + p S\N u)--tl Si^a^ ^* . (2. 82)
Using trigonometric identities, Equation 2. 82 can be
expanded as follows
(2.83)
By using the well known BESSEL function coefficient expan-








r j$>* [(^ +w°) + m^ jt cu
.
N*'
After integration Equation 2.84 becoaes
(2.85)
For PSK modulation, the bandwidth of the PS< signal can
be effectively limited to
( u, c - ^ .
as this range contains over 80% of the signal eaargy. Thus,
the upper and lower bounds of the instantaneous frequency
discussed in Equation 2.80 can be made to coincide with the
signal bandwidth. That is, we set
GJt_i£=w s -&u,- , Wc *!^ = UJ 3*\i (2. 86)
or,
By earlier assumptions, note now that p = ^r , where the
integer k determines the number of times the jamner waveform
will sweep the signal band in one bit interval, T . The
cross correlation between the jammer waveform and the signal
difference, Equation 2.86 can now be written as
38

(k,O rUfr; l ftT2 JN (P)[s"i^T - SM |W»H "H (2 -
K|s-co Mu)jT h.ojj+Muj:
37)
for D=2A , and wc=wa=ws. The term SINC(ivT) will
be zero for all integers n, except n=0 , due to the
assumption wT = 2iric . The second tern, SINC ( (2ws +nv. ) T) is
J
also zero, except when
One should note that r need not be an integer. From these
simplifications Equation 2. 87 can now be written as
(-iA)^T^' [J.(e)-X(j3) (2. 83)
where J r (£) is zero if r is not an integer [Ref. 4 :p. 244].
Since the average bit energy— Eb=Az T/2, and SNR=Eb/N from
Equation 2-88 one can derive an expression for the integral
limits of Equation 2.18, namely
sJjfcidG-JasSff t--JX5RJj (p)-Jr(P)j] . < 2 - 89)
From Equation 2.89 the receiver performance can 3e obtained,
and is given by
39

ERFE£sNR[l + i^^(p)-X^)}]} •
The breakpoint associated with the jammer waveform being
analyzed when a PSK coherent receiver: is used ozzurs at
JSR=&0>-W
The behavior of the breakpoint is highly dependent on
several factors, namely the value of Q and waather or not
r (which is a function of the integers 1 and k) is an
integer. The breakpoint can occur for small or Large values
of JSR. If r is not an integer the breakpoint will occur
at JSE= /3o(^ . In order to make the jammer as effective
as possible it is desireable to have tnis breakpoint JSR
value minimized. This can be accomplished by making p as
small as possible, which from the earlier assump-
tion that {3 "= /K is equivalent to making k as large as
possible. Thus for PSK, the greater the frequency with which
the jammer sweeps the signal band over the bit interval, the
more effective the jammer. This result can be obtained from
another point of view. The jammer waveform of Equation 2.78
can be put in the form
U ° M--00
With ws = wc and wj = 2Trk/r, as k—>oo,
M.fct) ^J5^Tt (o)c Jor7 costo t
* "—a





The jammer becomes a tone at the carrier iregueasy which has
been demonstrated to be optimum for PSK moduiatiDn.
For FSK modulation the analysis is somewhat nore compli-
cated. The FSK signal covers approxiamtely the band
L^o — i 00^+ — J
The midpoint frequency is ws= 1/2 (w 1 + wO) , so tie instanta-
neous jammer band is chosen such that
W,-pcJj = Wo-Sfj UJS + pwi= ^^ Hf . (2-32)
Eguivalently this means that
puj; = ^C^J.-^o)-^
^f • (2.93)
For FSK signaling we assume that
(u> L-w )= JtnjV , (w i+lJJo)= ^w/t (2- 91*)
where 1 and m are integers, and as previously






P =M <*x « •»] (2.96)
For FSK,
%A\)- A s^°°i^- As»Nto t (2.97)
so that Equation 2.81 becomes
(^•5^)= \ AjlRl-SlN^t+psiww^.^NtOj^-SilslUot (2.98)
In this expression for d , the BESSEL function coefficient












If I is an even integer, Equation 2.100 at ust contains
four terms. These four terms can exist only if the argument
of all SINC functions is zero. The four terms and their
respective values of n that make the SINC function arguments
zero are as follows [Eef. 2 :p. 23]
By definition of the BESSEL functioa, the
values of n£, (1=1,2,3,4) , must be integers. If these
values are not integers the associated terms are equal to
zero. Once again the effect of the jammer largely depends on
the number of sweeps over the band of the FSK signal. From
Equation 2.18 one can obtain receiver performance for the 1
even case as follows
?^{ Wc[Jm"{l* JJSR , (X,J.(P)-3HI(P>J1(3 (B)-JM(B))}]
+ ERF [-JsnT{i- J^M-Xi^X/^)102]]];





Attempts to minimize this value ox JSR are not is direct as
for the PSK case in which increasing the numbac of sweeps
per bit interval (k) was found to be optimum for jamming
purposes. Increasing k will tand to be aetrimental,
unless the integer relationships stated in Station 2.101
can be maintained. Since
there exists the possibility that the values of l,k, and m
can be chosen to cause the denominator of Equation 2.103 to
approach unity, and thus would approach the value of the
optimum jammer breakpoint for FSK signaling notai before.
F. NEAB OPTI80H JAHHERS
It has been shown that a jammec waveform specified by
Equation 2.35 is optimum. This conclusion was derived from
the implications of tha CAUCHY-SZHWARZ inaguality as
analyzed in section B. The unigaeness of tais optimum
jammer is however not guaranteed, and therefoca the exis-
tence of soma other jammer waveforn, with the same power
constraint Pn| that maximizes d , is possible. . Since, an
optimum jammer has been datermined, efforts to find other
optimum jammers would be redundant in nature. 3owever, it
can be demonstrated that simple, effective jimmers that
obtain near optimum perfon ance can be found. lie effect of
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these near optimum jammers on PSK and FSK signaling will now
te studied.
As a method of jamming, we choase a jammer waveform that
is a simple binary signal. Assuming PSK modulation, the
signal difference is given by Equation 2.44. Instead of
the optimum jammer for PSK noted in Equation 2. 45, a near
optimum jammer is proposed and defined by
NjU) =
SIM (Jtt > O
SIMOOM <0
04t^T, ( 2# 105)






with wc=nT/T , n an integer. From Equation 2.105 it is clear
that L=|( Pn \ /T) . The value of L can now be used in Equation
2.18 to obtain
M= y* p. SlNi^ct
NTT
SlN Wt-t 4±=£&(2.107)




dw-i^TAJTT . (2. 103)
When d of Equation 2.107 is compared to dmax one can see
that





That is, the simple binary jammer achieves a zalue of d
that is 90?? of the optinum value dmax. Itie receiver
performance can be determined with the aid of E^aation 2. 19.
This yields
li--T E RFC[JSNR '{jT~V £ \ JSR ']] +
"
ERF [-jWfjTHlJS^ ' (2.110)
From Equation 2.110 , the breakpoint occurs at
JSR = [CAZJI]- § =123 (2.111)
Compared to the optimum case breakpoint of JSR=1 , the near




A similar fori of jammar waveform can be applied to ?SX
signaling however the analysis of the jammer aEfect on Pe
becomes somewhat complicated. A binary jamner signal
would be at a constant jammer level (±L) and inter-
acting against s (t) which for FSK is a sinusoidally varying
envelope amplitude modulated signal. The desired jammer
effect against the oscillating envelope of s^(t) would be to
use a multi-la vel jammer. The jammer could then jam at a low
level when s^t) is maximum, and jam at a high level
when s ^(t) is minimum. Such a multi-level jamner would be
effective in theory, but difficult to realize In practice.
For this reason the near optimum jammer for FSK signaling
will not be further analyzed.
G. ADDITIVE HOISE JAHHEBS
All previously discussed jammer waveforms have been
treated on tha basis of a deterministic model. If we assume
a jamming waveform n- (t) , where n- (t) is a sample function
« J
of white Gaussian noise process having powar spectral
density level of Nj/2 Watts/Hz, and is statistically inde-
pendent of the additive noise n(t| , the received signal
will be of tha form
rW-SiW+wW + WjW l^OjJ. o^t^ir J 2 * 112)




and the conditional variance becomes
(2.113)
VAR[e/Sc]=[^^]|^ (2. 114)
Knowing the conditional mean and variance of 3 the prob-
ability of error (from Equation 2.13 ), with t hi a assumption
of eguiprobable signals becomes
Pe=iWll?§F> ERF E-ie + i No + Nl (2.115)
or
P. -ERFC[ Ebtl-f) 1 (2. 116)





From this equation one can note that the term JSR is not
isolated by nature. The change in receiver performance with
respect to the SNR will provide insight as to the interac-
tion of JSE [Sef. 2 :p. 7]. Thus,
aa _-± JT1^ exp
3SMR J^? ^JSN^Cl+SNR^^ 2.(1-*- SMR-JSR) (2. 118)
and for all values of SNR>3 , and JSR>0 , 73 Sl4R
is negative. This clearly means that ?e is i decreasing
function for increasing values of SNR, or in other words the
receiver performance improves with increasing Stf 3 . In order
to understand this behavior, Equation 2.113 i nd Equation
2.114 must be analyzed. The difference between the additive
noise jammer waveform and the deterministic jammer waveform
is obviously that the former method influences the variance
of G, but not its mean. The effect of the 1b terministic
jammer on the mean of G causes the system performance to be
threshold dependent. As the jammer power increases the mean
value of G increases to the point that when G is compared to
the set threshold, almost always 3 exceeds tie threshold
making decision errors almost half the time. For the addi-
tive noise jammer such effects do not occur due to the fact
that the constant mean of G is unaffected by the jammer
power. By this discourse it becomes mathematically evident
that additive white Gaussian noise jammer waveforms are
considerably less effective than deterministic jammer models




H- VAEIABLE THRESHOLDING EFFECTS
It is no* slear that when a fixed threshold value is
used by the receiver the affect of the jammer waveform is
such that the receiver may be rendered inoperable. It there-
fore becomes desireable not to set the threshold level
to zero, but rather to make it adaptive in lature. By





JA = J&i II s*
we now can attempt to minimize Pe by an appropriate choice
of o . Evaluating
=^[a<pM-^-^]x] - ^[^-^yj]^. 120,
and
^-M^^J*)^W-^]X] +
(*+Hi-Xd->^ [*+NA-jj/a ] ]







zpe > o (2. 122)
Thus , Pe is minimum when
The receiver normally would have no knowledge d: the jammer
power and can therefore only estimate the valua of Pn : . If
the estimate is 'correct', Equation 2.119 becomes
>
Pe-ERFCL^Mj (2. 123)
and the effect of the jammer is completely remo72d. In fact,
Mo
so that Equation 2.123 becomes simply the expression for
receiver performance in additive white Gaussian noise. If
the estimate of the value of Pn' is 'incorrect', the
incorrect value of o will cause an increase in Pe
since 2J5 > Q . Thus adaptive thresholding is extremely
effective in theory, but due to the receiver's inability to




III. EFFECTS OF DETERMINISTIC JAMMERS ON M-ART 2IIHCGONAL
RECEIVERS
A. M-ABI ORTHOGONAL RECEIVER MODEL
Having studied the effect of deterministic jammer wave-
forms on binary coherent receivers, the next logical step is
to analyze the effect of jammers on an M-ary orthogonal
coherent receiver. It has been demonstrated that the use of
multiple signals can improve the performance of a digital
communication system £Ref. 5 : p. 249]. In fact through the
use of multiple signals, or 'M-ary' communication designs,
effective use of channel bandwidth and data taroughput is
obtained. The performance of a coaerent M-ary receiver is
determined in much the same manner as for the ainary cohe-
rent receiver. The coherent M-ary receiver utilizing M
correlators is known to be optimum for the reception of one
of M orthogonal signals in additive white Gaussian noise
[Ref. 1 :p. 180]. The corresponding receiver structure is
shown in Figure 5.17. This chapter is devoted to investi-
gating the effect on the coherent M-ary correlator receiver
performance due to the presence of jamming aid additive
white Gaussian noise.
The fact that one of M possible signals may be received
every T seconds, is expressed in terms of M by




Assume furthermore that the signals ire orthogoail, have the
same energy (l|s t-l| z = Eb for all i) , and that all signals
are equally likely to be transmitted. Using tie Kronecker
delta notation
^j" o L*\ (3 - 1 »
i
the cross correlation between any two signals be- omes
T
The jth correlator output will be Gj=(r,s;) , with Gj
being conditionally Gaussian. Analyzing the conditional
statistics of Gj, we have
E;{ Gi]= E^ Gi/^v£M Hi] (3
- 3)
or eguivalently
^ l^il " E^Gi/si.Cfc)TW\U5miTTE0J . (3.4)
Expanding Equation 3.4 results in
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^C6i! a Efc£+N+ Nij Si^E{(Si l SjVCM J Sj)*(Nj I Sij)]
(3.5)
From Equation 3.2 and due to the fact that R(:i , s: U =0 ,
Equation 3. 5 becomes
M^' Eb<Kj*Aj (3 - 6)
where d: = (n; # s* ) . Similarly the variance is as follows




The expected value of the product of any two correlator
ou tputs given that s*(t) was transmitted results in
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E;£6j G*V E[(^^i)(Sc+M+N i> s*)! (3.9)
:i [6iGK}=E[[(s; ,^>(N,s>(Nj ,s£l[Csu SK>(N)s^H^,^] (3. 10)
Since the noise is zero mean, we obtain
Due to the orthogonality assumptions and the i bove noted
mean and variance expressions, Equation 3.11 relaces to
^i{G^^ E^au-irdjEwftic +%Eb^K+aKEbj-i^asdK •
(3. 12)
From Equation 3.12 the following conditions oi E^SfG-G^ K
apply for j^k
v.





k hUitv of error cm be
deter-
making a cori.-^
is a ade if G<g for
all tfi. or





- r nf orthogonal FSK
signals.
u -~ m is the number o
uu^
chan-
where H ^« ontout of each of tne a
assumption th- tbe c««t - ^ q£ any otaer channel
nels is ^^"^^l.uity of no .nr feco.es a




Auctions. 3a,, use Sa
as a
pE3 duct of the joint
probabxlatj t
^ ^ Siassian prob-
Gaussian random variable
t 19. ^^ probability
ability densit, «**-• ^ ^^ use 3I the eccoc
aeBSit7 "^X s He. 3=P- 393]function as follows l*«
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'6)pfGL<G ... ) ^-.1<G^G c+1.<G li ... ) &n cGL/K L |6i=^3.i i
The mean and variance of 3i have been presented in Equation










With a change of variables this reduces to






This expression for the probability of no errDr occurring
given that s * (t) was transmitted can be extendsd to all M
channels by
p {no ERROR] = f^ P[mo esrdr/vJ . p [ \\ ;.] ,
(3.19)
1*1.
For the M equally likely signals case, P(Hi)=1/M . Using






:he receiver probability of error Decodes
P = 1- p[*o ZKtto
(3.21)
To put this expression in a more workable cora define the
error function as follows
(3.22)
and the Gaussian density function as
±- V:
(3.23)










From this general expression for tne probability of error oz
a M-ary FSK receiver/ analysis can be performed :o study the
effect of various jammer waveforms.
C. JAMMER HODEL
To proceed further, several assumptions aist be made
concerning the jammer waveform. Ihe jammer must satisfy the
power constraints imposed, that is
&*« Mi (3.25)
From the CAUCHY-SCH WARZ inequality, the cross correlation
between the jammer and the kth signal will be upper bounded
by
dK<v*)- n; = |r^ (3. 26)
for (k=1,2,.. . M) . From these assumptions, suppose a poten-
tial jammer is a weighted sum of the signals, or
t*\
n,w =XN s*w (3.27)
l-L




where G> is the KECNSCKER delta. Also, note that
S.-X. & = L
For the potential weighted sum jamier defined by Equation
3.27 , choose first the case of e^uai signal weighting, or
r*iW = (3.20)
From this, the weighting limitations based on the assumed
power constraint follows from
Q.= Ma1 -*- ol=JO^T (3.31)
dv=o.Et Ksi,-* (3. 32)





and it is evident that the effect d£ the jammer ranee
This can be stated for the general cisq as*
ei s d ut
W^)--erf[^ E^
2.Nl<
1 + a L - aiJj (3.34)
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This expression is simply the probability of error equation
for M orthogonal signals with no jamaing present [fief. 5 :p.
221]. From this analysis one can slaarly see that 'equal 1
channel jamming for H-ary orthogonal FSK signaling is inef-
fectual.
As another potential jammer, n-(t) is chosei to take on
the form
njU) = a. s 1 (t) (3. 37)
with power constraint
pv M; aS L \o}E (3. 38)
which implies
^=Jr^7e7 (3. 39)
The jammer cross correlation with the k th signal is




The effect of the jammer is such that it causes a change o;
tha statistics of that channel only (i.e. G. ) . Ii at is
(gb+jQjEbO M-l






Substituting SNR=Eb/N and JSR=?n^ /Ed , the rsreiver prob-







with the same expression resulting if any one Df the other
H-1 signals had been chosen as the basis for the jammer.
Studying the asymptotic behavior of Equation 3.13 one notes
that as SNE->OC / and JSR<1. , then
D - I- J- \"
re - x i^




Thus as SNB iacreases, the probability or erro: decreas 2s,
Now, when JSR>1
, the asymptotic behavior becomes
-CO
This result is worthy of note. For the case oZ M=2, (i.e.
binary FSK) , Pe tends to 1/2 as SNR increases. This is
exactly the behavior noted in the previous results for
binary FSX signaling. As .1 increases, the jammer has a more
devastating, affect in that the probability oc error for
JSR>1 approaches unity with increasing SNE.
From the analysis performed one can see that a multitude
of jamming strategies are possible. Consider, - for example,
weighted signals jamming for the case of unequal weighting.
We have shown that the equal weighting case is ineffectual
as a jammer, however by weighting the signals in such a
manner to insure unequal weighting may prove to De an effec-
tive method of jamming an M-ary correlator receiver, as the
previous results have demonstrated for one particular case.
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IV. DESCRIPTION OF GRAPHICAL RESULTS
A. DISCUSSION ON GRAPHICAL RESULTS
This chapter presents graphical results relited to the
analysis of the previous chapters. The plots ars intended to
display receiver performance as a function of SNR for
various jammer waveforms and set J5R values. The plots
feature the case of JSR=0 as part Df eacn cur/e in order
to allow comparisons of the jammer effectiveness to the
receiver performance for additive wnite loise only
interference.
B. OPTIMUM JAMMERS
The graphical results for tne optimum jammer are
presented first. These were obtained througa numerical
evaluation of Equation 2.13. Plots Df Pe were ganerated for
the cases of ?SK, FSK, and ASK modulation, as a function of
SNR and fixed values of J3 R using a jammer as specified in
Equation 2.18. Specifically the case of PS K modulation is
depicted in Figure 5.5. This plot clearly shows the 'break-
point 1 phenomena as JSR increases to a value of one or
greater. For JSR values greater or equal to one, Pe is
clearly driven with increasing SNR to tne valu2 of 1/2 in
the limit. From this figure one can note that 13.2dB of SNR
is required to obtain a Pe of 10 at a JSR value of 0.0. In
comparison, it takes 14dB of SNR to obtain the sime Pe for a
JSR value of 0.1. Figure 5.6 corresponds to the FSK case
and shows a similar result except that the breakpoint occurs
at JSR=1/2 , which as previously noted concurs with the -3d3
difference between PSK and FSK correlator receivers. From
Figure 5.6 it is clear that for the FSK case, it takes less
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jammer power to render the receiver inoperative than Jor the
PSK case. la comparison, note that a 13d3 SNR is repaired
to ofctam a Pe of 10 for a JSR value of 0.0. The same Pe
is obtained by increasing the SNR to 18d3 for a JSP. of 0.1.
For ASK modulation the results are obtained throagh Equation
2.56 and are presented in Figure 5.7. In comparison, note
that to obtain a Pe of 13 a 10.2d3 SNR is required for a
JSR value of 0.0. For the same Pe a increase of SNR to I4d5
is required for a JSR value of 0.1. The JSR breakpoint for
ASK occurs at °VCL which is upper bounded b{ 1/2. One
should note that the actual jammer waveform M;Gr) is
different for each of the optimum jammer casas presented.
The similarities between the SNR required foe ? SK and ASK
are due to the fact that the 'worst case' condition for the
jammer was assumed, namely <=^ = '\/2. For this case, ASK and
PSK are identical modulation- schemes. The atov2 comparison
reveals that PSK is somewhat less vulnerable to jamming.
C. WEIGHTED SIGNAL JAMMERS
For weighted signal jamming the results of Equation 2.63
are applied tD PSK modulation with the aid of Equation 2.67
and to FSK modulation with the aid of Equation 2.73.
Immediately one can note that the result of weighted signal
jamming on PSK modulation is equivalent to the optimum
jamming case, and presentel in Figure 5.3. For the FSK case
it was shown that the 'equal' channel jammer was ineffec-
tive. It was also shown that for a special set of circum-
stances, the weighted signals jammer is eguivaient to the
optimum jammer for FSK. These two cases will therefore not
be presented. The graphical results for the 'single' channel
or 'mark' channel only (or 'space' channel only) jamming are
depicted in Figure 5.9 . These results of siagle channel
jamming clearly show it to be more affective tian the case
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of partial channel jamming depicted in Figure 5.10. ri.ese
graphical results are significant, especially for the
constrained power jammer. From these plots it becomes intui-
tive that it is 'better 1 to concentrate jammer power on
either the mark* or 'space' channel frequent/, than to
attempt to partially jam both channels. For the one channel
jamming case shown in Figure 5.9 nota that to ootain a Pe of
10 a value of 13dB SNR is required for a JSF. value of 0.0.
In comparison for the same Pe note that a SNfi of 16d3 is
required for a JSR of 0.1. For tie partial jamming case
shown in Figure 5-10 to obtain a Pe of 10 a value of 14db
SNR is required for a JSR value of 3.0. To obtain the same
Pe a value of 1 5 dB SNR is required for a JSR valie of 0.1.
D. FREQUENCY MODULATED JAMMERS
Figure 5.11 presents the nature of the frequency modu-
lated jammer waveform. Figure 5.12 shows tne affect of the
linear FM sweep jammer on PSK modulation. The F1 jammer was
designed to sweep the bandwidth occupied by tha signal. By
varying the aumber of times the jammer sweeps the signal
bandwidth during a bit interval the effective! ess of the
jammer can be investigate!. Figure 5. 12 shows tha result for
one sweep of the jammer per bit interval. Figure 5.13 shows
the result for a PSK modulated signal swept twi^a during the
tit interval. For PSK modulation it is clear that as the
number of sweeps increases the more effective the jammer.
Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15 show the similar result for FSK
modulation. Note however, that in general the added
complexity of FM jammer waveforms ma<e it an unlikely candi-
date for replacement of the optimum jammer. la comparison
for PSK modulation as depicted in Figure 5.12 to obtain a Pe
-b
of 1 a value of 1 3dB SNR is required for a JSR value of
0.0. To obtain the same Pe an increase in SNR tD a value of
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15d3 is required for a JSR of 0.1. For the ;ase of
sweeps per period as shown in Figure 5.13 to obtain a ?e of
10 a value of 1 2dB is required for a JSR value of 0-0. To
obtain the same Pe an increase in SNR to a vala2 of 13d3 is
required for a JSR value of 0.1. For FSK modulation as
depicted in Figure 5.14 to obtain i ?e of 10 a value or
15d3 SNR is required for a JSR of 0.3. To obtain the sarr.e Pe
an increase in S NR to a value of 1713 is re^uirsd for a JSR
value of 0.1. For the case of two sweeps per period as shown
in Figure 5.1o to obtain a Pe of 10 a value of 15dB SUE is
required for a JSR of 0.0. To obtain the same Pe an increase
in SNR to a value of 1613 is require! for a JSR :> f 0.1.
E. NEAR OPTIMUM JAMMERS
Near optimum jamming featured a two level pilsed jammer
waveform. The graphical results of Figure 5.15 shows that
the breakpoint occurs at JSR= 1.23 . This jamner is a good
candidate as a substitute for the optimum jammec due to the
noted fact that a small increase in JSR over the optimum
required JSR results in a marked increase in receiver Pe,
without a marked increase in waveform complexity. For the
near optimum jammer case depicted in Figure 5.16 to obtain a
Pe of 10" a value of 10dB SNR is required for a JSR of 0.0.
To obtain the same Pe an increase in SNR to the value 1 3dB
is required for a JSR of 3. 1.
F. M-ASI RECEIVERS GRAPHICAL RESULTS
The graphical results for M-ary FSK receivers were
derived from a numerical evaluation of Equation 3.2U . It
was noted that the case of equal jamming was ineffective and
thus will not be presented. The case of single channel
jamming of a 3-ary coherent correlator receiver ls presented
in Figure 5.18 , for M=2 or binary FSK. Tie result is
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identical to that presented previously. As tha Lumber of
channels (M) is increased one can clearly see tha breakpoint
shirting. As discussed ia chapter three, if JSR < 1, as
increases the receiver performance is clearl/ affected.
Figure 5.19 shows this for .1=10, aad Figure 5.20 similarly
for fl=100. In comparison to ootain a valua of Pe of 10
for the case of M = 2, depicted in Figure 5. 13, a value of
13d3 SNH is raguired for a JSR value of 0.0. Id obtain the
same Fe an increase in the value of SNH to 1Sd3 is required
foe a JSF. value of 0.2. For the case of M=10 depicted in
Figure 5.19 to obtain a value of Pa of 10 a vilue or 14dB
SNR is reguirad for a JSR value of 0.0. To obtain the same
Pe an increase in the valua of 3NE to 19d5 is required for a
JSR value of 0.2. For the case rl=100 depicted ia Figure 5.20
to obtain a value of Pe of 10" a value of 15d3 is required
for a JSR value of 0.0. To obtain tha same Pe an increase in




In this thesis, a known optimum receive: has been
analyzed under the usual signal plus noise environment, .in
addition to jamming. The analysis of the effec t iveness of
jammer waveforms was undertaken using the re:aiver prob-
ability of error as a measure of performance. The main
objective was to maximize the receiver probability of error
as a function of a power constrained jammec waveform.
Various jammer strategies that affected receiver performance
were obtained, and results presented.
For the mathematical models of the various jammer wave-
forms studied, it was concluded that the optimum jammer
waveform consisted of a deterministic signal proportional to
the difference of the binary signals used. This method
whether applied to PSK, FSK, or ASK modulation techniques
drove the receiver probability of error to 1/2 ii the limit,
rendering the receiver inoperable. Dther jamming strategies
attempted included weignted signals, frequency modulated,
and near optimum jammers. All these methods of jamming
resulted in a similar effect. Tney drove tie receiver
performance to an unsatisfactory limit, but with a lesser
degree of effectiveness in terms of JSR as compared to the
optimum jammer. The sole a on-deterministic jamming strategy
attempted, additive white Gaussian noise proved
less effective.
A M-ary orthogonal signaling coaerent recei/er was then
analyzed in terms of receiver Pe in tne presence of signal,
noise, and a jamming waveform. It was snown that equal
channel jamming on all M channels was ineffective. Single
channel jamming was concluded to be a more effective jamming
metnod for the receiver studied. It was furthar concluded
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that the greater the number of :aannels in the ;- ir
receiver the more effective the jammer is *aen the JSR
exceeds unity.
From this knowledge of the behavior of a consrent corre-
lator receiver in tne presence of jamming it is icced that a
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